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Chapter 1 : Energy Skate Park Pre Lab Answer Phet
Energy skate park simulation pre-lab reading: kinetic energy (ke) is the energy of motion. any object that is
moving has kinetic energy. potential energy (pe) is the energy an object has due to its position or condition. in
this simulation, we will be focusing on a specific type of potential energy: gravitational potential energy
(gpe).Energy skate park phet lab. you will use the energy skate park lab to explore energy transformations and
use this statement to answer the Energy skate park - pre-ap 1. explore the simulation. describe how the skater
moves. go to 11ÿ. "introduction" tab. in the table below, write down whether each quantity increases,
decreases, or stays the same.Energy skate park phet lab standards (teks): 6a, 6b learning objectives: predict
energy pie charts based on the position of a skater using a computer simulation . explore energy tran
sformations for a skater using energy p ie charts as evidence.The skate park is an excellent example of the
conservation of energy. the law of conservation of energy tells us that we can never create or destroy energy,
but we can change its form.Webquest 14a: energy skate park basics cp physical science name: date: per: score:
out of 60 pre-lab reading: kinetic energy (ke) is the energy of motion. any object that is moving has kinetic
energy. potential energy (pe) is the energy an object has due to its position or condition. in thisOnline
simulation lab roller coaster physics click the “energy skate park” icon 4. click “run now!” drag in new pieces
of track and manipulate the curves until you closely match your pre-lab sketch. 5. drag and drop the rider to
the location of the beginning and observe. do not make changes
Potential energy and motion . lab procedure – answer questions in red.. download and run the java application
“energy-skate-park_en.jar”. you should see a skater on a simple u-shaped ramp.Lab worksheet group member
names_____ this sheet is the lab document your ta will use to score your lab. the simulations on this page,
masses and springs, energy skate park, and the ramp. work and energy simulation name_____ lab worksheet 3
3) using the slider, add some friction to the system, Impact of the 5e learning cycle model on student
achievement, interest, and student measured self-confidence in a science classroom within a middle/low
income urban school district.8th grade science energy unit information milestones domain/weight: energy and
its transformation 40% purpose/goal(s): by the end of grade 8, students should be able to identify the kinds of
energy involved in common scenarios, explain energy transformations in terms of theSkater moves on the
track in energy skate park (figure 2). after students have written down sims can also be used as a supplement
to hands-on equipment laboratories, as pre-lab assignments, part of the lab itself or as a follow up assignment.
finally, the sims allow teaching_physics_using_phet_tpt c Lab 4: work – kinetic energy theorem procedure:
phet simulations play with sims energy skate park take some time and play with the skater and his track. click
on the buttons to show the energy graphs and the pie graphs. these pre-lab questions: 2(½ pt each) use g = 10.
m/s
Intro to energy model phet lab name _____ hr __ in this lab, you will analyze energy transfer between
gravitational potential energy, kinetic energy, and dissipated energy (thermal energy in this sim) as a skate
boarder rides inside a half-pipe. pre-lab define the following: 1. gravitational potential energy (e g) 2.
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